Abstract. In a compact space with non-trivial cycles, for sufficiently small values of the compact dimensions, charge conjugation (C ), spatial reflection (P) and time reversal (T ) are spontaneously broken in QCD. The order parameter for the symmetry breaking is the trace of the Wilson line wrapping around the compact dimension, which acquires an imaginary part in the broken phase. We show that a physical signature for the symmetry breaking is a persistent baryonic current wrapping in the compact directions. The existence of such a current is derived analytically at first order in perturbation theory and confirmed in the non-perturbative regime by lattice simulations.
BREAKING OF DISCRETE SYMMETRIES
We consider a non-Abelian gauge theory with gauge group SU(N) and N f families of fundamental Dirac fermions. This theory is described by the Lagrangian
where
The manifold on which the theory is defined is T × L 3 , where T corresponds to time and the compact spatial directions L are equal. Spatial directions are closed with periodic boundary conditions (PBC), while the temporal direction is closed with antiperiodic boundary conditions for fermions and PBC for bosons. We compute the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the Wilson line in a compact direc-
The gauge can be fixed in such a way that W is diagonal
The absolute minima of V (v 1 , . . . , v N ) give the expectation values for the set of the eigenvalues. If C -symmetry is broken, the set of eigenvalues is not invariant under the substitution v → −v. The effective potential for the Wilson line is given by [2] 
where K 2 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 2 and the sum runs over three-index integer vectors k. The first term of Eq. (4) gives rise to an attraction between the eigenvalues. The second term produces an unconstrained absolute minimum at v i = π. When the SU (N) constraint is taken into account, the minima are:
The spontaneous symmetry breaking shows up as a non-zero imaginary part of the Wilson line. Hence, if N is even, there is no symmetry breaking. If N is odd, then P, C , T , C PT are broken. There are 8 vacua. The same calculation can be reproposed for a number n of compact dimensions. We arrive at the same conclusions, with the number of vacua given by 2 n . This result is due to the spacial PBC for the fermions. The validity of the calculation in the non-perturbative regime has been checked on the lattice in [3] .
SYMMETRY BREAKING AND PHYSICAL OBSERVABLES
The Wilson line is an order parameter for the symmetry breaking. However, if the theory is not invariant under P, C and T we expect this to be reflected by some observable. This observable must be odd under the broken symmetries, but even under the combined action of two of them. The spatial components of the baryon current j α = ∑ N f i=1ψ i γ α ψ i satisfy this property. Why should we expect a non-zero baryon current? A non trivial vev of the Wilson line means a non-zero value of the gauge field in that direction. Since the system is translationally invariant along the compact direction, the value of the gauge field must be constant (note that in the presence of toroidal topology a constant field 2 We drop the subscript α where this does not lead to ambiguities. cannot be gauged away). The background gauge field acts as a non-trivial source for the baryon current. Hence, we expect this current to be different from zero. The expectation value of the baryonic current is generated by the partition function of the system in presence of a generalised "chemical potential", which acts as a source for the current [4] . Using the one-loop value for the effective potential we obtain
j α is zero when v * α = 0 or v * α = π (i.e. when the symmetry breaking does not occur in direction α), is odd under v * α → −v * α , goes to zero when m → ∞.
THE LATTICE CALCULATION
Details of the lattice action used in our simulation are provided in [4] . A 24 × 4 3 lattice at β = 5.5 was used. This fixes the lattice spacing (determined measuring the Sommer parameter r 0 [5] ) to 0.125 fm. This means that L t = aN t = 3 fm and L s = aN s = 0.5 fm, in agreement with the assumptions of sufficiently large L t and L s below the fermi scale. The breaking of discrete symmetries can be checked by looking at the Wilson line wrapping around a spatial direction. A typical behaviour is plotted in Fig. 1 , which shows that the Wilson loop magnetises along e i 2 3 π , i.e. W acquires an imaginary part, as required by the symmetry breaking scenario. For the Euclidean rotated theory in the broken phase, we expect a non-zero value of the imaginary part of the current. At the given lattice parameters we find |Im j α | = 0.060 ± 0.002, which should be compared with the perturbative prediction j α ≃ 0.037473(4): it is remarkable that for compact dimensions of the order of 1/Λ QCD the perturbative prediction still gives the correct order of magnitude.
The correlation of the current with the phenomenon of the spontaneous symmetry breaking can be understood by looking at the correlations between Im j α and ImW . An example is given in Fig. 2 . This plot shows that the two observables are closely related. In particular, in the event of a tunneling between the broken vacua (possible in our case because the spatial volume is finite), the current changes sign.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the phase in which discrete symmetries are spontaneously broken there is a persistent baryonic current wrapping around the topologically non-trivial compact directions. Unlike persistent currents in superconductors, this current is conserved. The existence of this current is a clear physical signature of the symmetry breaking and could be used to determine the order of the symmetry restoring phase transition that happens at a critical radius of the compact direction, which string-inspired calculations predict to be second order [6] . Another open problem is the interplay between the aforementioned phase transition and the chiral restoring phase transition at finite temperature.
